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Children’s School at Carnegie Mellon                                                                                                 February 6th  - March 2nd 2012

Green Room News 
         Healthy Mind and Body

During the Healthy Mind and Body thematic unit, the friends explored a variety  of 
activities that helped to reinforce the importance of taking care of ourselves to 
promote healthy, happy and balanced living.

Our Bodies
We began our unit by exploring how our bodies 
work. During circle time we read, “Me and My 
Amazing Body” by Joan Sweeny, “Your Heart” by 
Melvin and Gilda Berger and “My Wonderful Body” 
by Donna Marie Pitino. These books gave the 
friends a peek into what is happening under our 
skin. During activity time, the friends did body 
puzzles, traced and labeled their bodies,  made their 
skeletons out of pasta and used turkey basters and 
red water to mimic the function of the beating heart. 
The friends also did an experiment called “digest-o-
rama”. In this experiment, the friends were able to 
see what happens after we swallow our food by 
using a clear model esophagus and stomach.

The friends also enjoyed playing body part bingo 
and investigating and sketching the model organs 
we had in the human body lab.
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Memory
As we talked about each organ in our body, we 
discussed the brain and its functions. One topic we 
wanted to focus on was the brain’s ability to store 
memories. We played several memory games 
during this unit and reinforced the idea that giving 
your mind challenges helps you stay healthy. We 
also played many other thinking games, like 
sequencing, dominos and rhyming games.

The Senses
During the Healthy Mind and Body unit, the friends explored each of their 
senses.

Smell- Each friend had an opportunity to use only their sense of smell to                                                                             
identify what was inside the smelling jars. Some of the most recognizable 
scents included: apples, oranges, shaved chocolate, coffee, cinnamon, 
peppermint and maple.

Taste- The friends participated in a taste test in which they tasted blueberries, 
raspberries, apples and grapes. They voted for the fruits they liked the best 
and we compared their opinions with their friends.

Touch- The friends played the touch and feel game. In this game, the friends 
had to guess what object they were holding using only their sense of touch.

Sight- The friends enjoyed exploring I-Spy books and puzzles using their 
sense of sight.

Hearing- The dramatic play center was turned into a musical exploration 
station filled with instruments that made different and unique sounds. The 
friends used their sense of hearing to compare the sounds that were being 
made.
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Healthy Eating and Exercise
 The friends took interest in learning about the food pyramid. They all worked together to add foods to our school 
bulletin board food pyramid. We read, “Eat Right” by Katie Bagley and “Gregory, the Terrible Eater” to start the 
discussion about healthy balanced eating.  The friends decorated locker tags with healthy foods and stuffed and 
painted bags to represent healthy fruits and vegetables that we should be eating each day.

A healthy diet should come with a healthy amount of exercise. The friends 
liked to discuss the ways they like to get exercise  each day. Aside from 
the focus on outdoor play exercise, the friends enjoyed putting more of a 
focus on yoga. We even turned the dramatic play center into a yoga studio 
for a week. The friends took off their shoes and practiced their favorite 
yoga poses.
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Self Care

We asked the friends the question, “What can we do to stay healthy?” 
Washing our hands is always a high priority at the Children School so 
many friends were able to make that connection right away. One other 
suggestion from the friends was going to the Doctor. We discussed the 
importance of getting regular check ups. The dramatic play center was 
turned into a Doctor’s office so the friends could imagine that they are a 
doctor, nurse or patient.

Safety                    

Each friend had an opportunity to help with the large traffic light in the 
Green Room. The friends helped to sponge paint and add glitter to the 
red light. They collaged the yellow light with yellow paper, feathers, pom 
poms, yarn, stickers and felt.  The green light was decorated with green 
spray paint and the friends colored large letters spelling GO. The friends 
also made their own traffic lights and safety signs to add to our bulletin 
board.  We read the story,  “I Keep Myself Safe” by Cathy Torrisi. This 
book highlights the importance of wearing a helmet on a bike, wearing 
sunscreen outdoors, and the appropriate way to sit in the car seat.

Emotions and Relaxation
The Green Room friends read many stories about feelings and emotions, some of our favorites were “Today I 

feel Silly,” by Jamie Lee Curtis, and “When Sophie Gets Angry,” by 
Molly Bang. When talking about emotions, we tell the friends that it is 
okay to feel however you feel. What is important is how you deal with 
your emotions and how you can make yourself feel better if you are 
feeling angry or sad.

Relaxation is important to the Green Room friends; that is why we 
continually include free choice activities for the friends to do. Playing 
with trains, cars, water in the water table and sand in the sand table are 
great spaces the friends choose to relax while enjoying a free play                  
experience. 
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Special Fridays, Visitors and 
Birthday Celebrations

Visit From the Librarian
On the special Fridays that we are visited by the Librarian, we feel 
so lucky. During this unit, we were visited by the Librarian twice. 
She shared stories about healthy bodies and visiting the doctor. She 
always includes special songs that get the children moving and 
singing! 

Birthdays and Special guests
The afternoon friends were joined by Aaron and his parents to 
celebrate his half birthday. The friends helped Aaron’s Dad make 
delicious pancakes. Aaron’s Mom shared a special story at circle 
time.

While we were discussing the importance of exercise, Benjamin’s 
Mom visited the afternoon class to read “Miss Fox's Class Shapes 
Up” by Eileen Spinelli A story that tells about the importance of    
eating right and staying active.

Family Festival

Thank you to all the families who came to the Family Festival. It was a great ending to our Healthy Mind and 
Body Unit.


